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Abstract. This paper proposes a method of texture analysis using mor-
phological size distribution. Our framework is based on the concept that
a texture is described by estimation of primitive, size distribution of
grains derived from the primitive, and spatial distribution of the grains.
We concentrate on estimation of primitive using an assumption on grain
size distribution. We assume a model that grains are derived from one
primitive, and a uniform size distribution since we consider target tex-
tures containing grains of various sizes. Thus the structuring element
used for the measurement of size distribution is optimized to obtain the
most uniform size density function. The optimized structuring element is
an estimate of the primitive under the assumption. Simulated annealing
algorithm is employed for the optimization.

1 Introduction

Texture recognition and discrimination are important aims of image process-
ing, as well as object shape recognition in images. A lot of texture analyzing
methods have been proposed, and the texture classification and segmentation
are main objectives among them. The texture classification and segmentation
require characterization of textures, i. e. evaluation of features describing local
or global characteristics of the target texture.

According to [1], the texture characterization approaches can be divided into
four categories: statistical, geometrical, model-based and signal processing. Our
approach is categorized into geometrical one. Among these methods, the geo-
metrical approach considers a texture to be composed of grains derived from
primitives, and attempts to describe the shapes of primitives. Our framework is
based on the concept that a texture is described by estimation of primitive [2][3],
size distribution of grains derived from the primitive, and spatial distribution [4]
of the grains.

In this paper, we concentrate on estimation of primitive shape. We concen-
trate on estimation of primitive using an assumption on grain size distribution.
We assume a model that grains are derived from one primitive, and a uniform
size distribution since we consider target textures containing grains of various
sizes. Our assumption is applicable to many natural textures except regularly
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periodic texture like textiles, since shapes of grains depend on the materials of
which the entities of textures are made and sizes of grains are often affected by
random process.

The morphological size density function [5][6], which is a measure of size
distribution of an image, of a texture relative to a structuring element, which
is a small object used for morphological operations, is highly dependent on the
shape of the structuring element. If we assume that the size distribution of
grains is uniform, the size density function of the target texture relative to the
structuring element similar to the primitive will be also uniform. Suppose that
the size density function of the texture is calculated using structuring elements
of various shapes. The structuring element that yields the most uniform function
is regarded as an estimate of the texture under this assumption. We employ the
simulated annealing for finding the optimal structuring element that makes the
size density function uniform, and estimate the shape of primitive by the shape
of the optimized structuring element.

An application of the morphological size distribution to the texture analysis
has been already proposed [7][8][9]. In [7], they prepare structuring elements of
some typical shapes, for example circle, line segment, etc., and calculate size
distributions relative to each structuring element. They divide the target tex-
ture into some segments each of which belongs to a class of typical shape, by
measuring characteristics of each size distribution. This method is effective for
segmentation of textures, however, it does not describe characteristics of textures
but only classifies textures into a limited number of predefined typical shapes.
In [8] and [9] the shapes of structuring elements are also predefined. On the con-
trary, our method estimates the primitive without any limitation of predefined
typical shapes.

In Section 2 we review the mathematical morphology and size distribution.
We explain our method of texture primitive estimation and the experimental
results of estimation for binary structuring elements in Section 3. We show an
extension to gray scale structuring elements and its experimental results in Sec-
tion 4. Finally we conclude our work in Section 5.

2 Morphological Size Distribution

2.1 Mathematical Morphology

Mathematical morphology is a framework for modeling the processes of human
recognition of visual information. Mathematical morphological operations are
shift-invariant image manipulations and can be decomposed into two simple
basic operations - dilation and erosion.

We first explain these basic operations in terms of binary structuring elements
for binary images. These operations are defined as set operations. An image is
assumed to be a set of vectors that correspond to pixel positions in the interior
of image objects. Let X denote a set representing an image. Let B be another set
called a structuring element. The structuring element corresponds to the window
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of a filter. Minkowsky set subtraction X �B and addition X ⊕B are defined as
follows1:

X � B =
⋂
b∈B

Xb (1)

X ⊕ B =
⋃
b∈B

Xb (2)

where Bx denotes translation of B by x, defined as

Bx = {b+ x|b ∈ B}. (3)

The erosion and the dilation are defined as X � B̌ and X ⊕ B̌, respectively,
where B̌ is defined as

B̌ = {−b|b ∈ B}. (4)

The following interpretations of erosion and dilation are well-known [10]:

X � B̌ = {x|Bx ⊂ X} (5)

X ⊕ B̌ = {x|Bx ∩ X = ∅} (6)

According to the above expressions, erosion X � B̌ is the locus of the origin
of B sweeping the whole interior of X, i. e. scraping of X by B. Dilation X ⊕ B̌
is the locus of the origin of B sweeping not to be apart from B, i. e. expansion
of X by B.

The morphological operations for gray scale images are defined using max-
imum and minimum operations: The morphological operations for gray scale
images and binary structuring elements are defined as follows: Consider a func-
tion X(x) that denotes a gray scale image, where x is a pixel position. Then
erosion X � B̌ and dilation X ⊕ B̌ are defined as follows:

X � B̌ = min
b∈B

X(x + b) (7)

X ⊕ B̌ = max
b∈B

X(x+ b). (8)

The morphological operations for gray scale images and gray scale structuring
elements are defined as follows: Consider a function B(b) that denotes a gray
scale structuring element, where b is a relative pixel position from the origin
of the structuring element. Let w(B) be the extent of structuring element, i. e.
B(b) is defined only if b ∈ w(B). Then erosion X � B̌ and dilation X ⊕ B̌ are
defined as follows:

{X � B̌}(x) = min
b∈w(B)

{X(x+ b)− B(b)} (9)

1 Another popular defnition of Minkowsky set operations are explained in [5].
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{X ⊕ B̌}(x) = max
b∈w(B)

{X(x+ b) + B(b)}. (10)

Two other important and basic operations, called opening and closing, are
derived from the erosion and dilation. Opening XB and closing XB are defined
as follows:

XB = (X � B̌)⊕ B (11)

XB = (X ⊕ B̌)� B. (12)

The following interpretation of opening is well-known:

XB =
⋃

Bx⊆X

Bx. (13)

This indicates that opening of X by B is the locus of B itself when B sweeps
the whole interior of X .

Opening eliminates all the portion smaller than the structuring element while
preserving the residual portion of the objects. Closing is the complement: it fills
up smaller spots while preserving the other portion of the background. This
ability of opening and closing to quantify the size of objects is important for the
definition of the size distribution.

2.2 Pattern Spectrum and Size Density

The pattern spectrum is a morphological method of measuring size distribution.
The pattern spectrum of size n relative to an structuring element is defined as
the pixelwise difference between the target image opened by a homothetic set
of structuring element of size n and that opened by structuring element of size
n+1. Let nB be the homothetic set of a structuring element B of size n, defined
as follows:

nB = B ⊕ B ⊕ · · · ⊕ B︸ ︷︷ ︸
(n−1) additions

0B = {0}. (14)

Then the pattern spectrum of size n relative to the structuring element B
for image X , denoted as PS(X, B, n), is defined as follows:

PS(X, B, n) =
∑

x∈whole image
{XnB(x)− X(n+1)B(x)} (15)

where ”−” sign denotes the pixelwise difference.
Since the opening removes the portion smaller than the structuring element,

the difference of the images opened by the structuring elements of size n and
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size n + 1 contains the portion whose size is exactly n. Figure 1 illustrates the
process to calculate the pattern spectrum. The original image is decomposed
into sets of the structuring elements of various sizes. The normalized pattern
spectrum, which is defined as the ratio of the original pattern spectrum to the
sum of the pixel values over the whole original image, is often used. The value
of the normalized one at each size indicates the ratio of the portions at a size
to the whole image. The normalized pattern spectrum is often called the size
density because of the analogy between the normalized pattern spectrum and
the probability density function. The size density F(X, B, n) is defined as follows:

F(X, B, n) =
PS(X, B, n)∑

x∈whole imageX(x)
. (16)

3 Method of Primitive Estimation

3.1 Employment of Simulated Annealing

Our method estimates the primitive of a texture based on an assumption on
the size distribution of grains. We explain our idea using an example texture
shown in Fig. 2. This natural texture contains various sized grains similar to
a line segment from right-top to left-bottom. Figure 3 illustrates the size density
functions relative to structuring elements of four-direction line segments. The
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size density function relative to the line segment from right-top to left-bottom
is almost uniform, and in this case the structuring element is similar to the
primitive.

Fig. 2. An example texture
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Fig. 3. Size density functions rela-
tive to four line segments

This example suggests that the structuring element producing the most uni-
form size density function is the best estimation of the primitive in these four
line segments. Here the average E[F(X, B, n)] and V[F(X, B, n)] of the size dis-
tribution are defined as follows:

E[F(X, B, n); l] =
∑l

n=0 F(X, B, n)
l + 1

V[F(X, B, n); l] =
∑l

n=0 {F(X, B, n)− E[F(X, B, n); l]}2

l + 1
(17)

where l denotes the upper limit of sizes for the calculation of average and vari-
ance. According to this example, we directly reach to the following idea: If
we assume a natural and random texture as a target, the structuring element
which estimates the primitive is obtained by seeking the structuring element
that yields the smallest variance of the size density function, V[F(X, B, n); l].
This is achieved by iterating a slight modification of the structuring element
and the evaluation of the size distribution. Such procedure is equivalent to the
optimization process of the structuring element under the criterion of the small-
est V[F(X, B, n); l], and can be realized by an algorithm known as the simulated
annealing.

We first calculate the size density function relative to the structuring elements
of the four-direction line segments, and choose a structuring element that yields
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Fig. 4. Modification of binary structuring element. The selected pixel, sur-
rounded by thick line, is altered

the smallest variance. We use this structuring element as the initial one of the
optimization process. The optimization process is described as the following set
of the procedures:

1. Calculating the size density function relative to the initial structuring ele-
ment and the variance as the evaluation function.

2. Modifying a pixel of the structuring element. For binary structuring element,
inverting a pixel of the structuring element from black to white or white to
black, as shown in Fig. 4.

3. Calculating the size distribution and the variance again with the modified
structuring element. If the variance is smaller than that with the structuring
element before modification, this modification is accepted and fixed. If the
variance does not decrease, the acceptance probability of the modification is
determined by a function of the increment of the variance and the number
of repetition. The larger increment of the variance and the larger number of
iteration cause the smaller the probability of acceptance. If the modification
is not accepted, it is cancelled.

4. Iterating the procedures 2. and 3. until the modification is not accepted any
more. Practically, the process is terminated when it is iterated sufficiently
many times.

3.2 Experimental Results for Binary Structuring Elements

In our experiment, we use the evalution function ER that is exactly identical to
the variance V[F(X, B, n); l]:

ER = V[F(X, B, n); l]. (18)

We set l = 3, i.e. the range of sizes in which this value is calculated to 0, 1, 2,
3. The structuring element is restricted to the 5×5 binary ones. The function to
determine the probability of acceptance of the modification, denoted P(∆ER),
is defined as follows:

P(∆ER) =

{
1 if ∆ER < 0

1
1+exp( ∆ER

Ti
)
if ∆ER ≥ 0 (19)
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where ∆ER denotes the difference of ER before and after the modification, as
follows:

∆ER = ERafter − ERbefore (20)

where ERafter and ERbefore denote ERs after and before the modification,
respectively. Ti is called ”temperature,” which is a function of the number of
iteration and defined here as follows:{

T0 = 105

Ti+1 = 0.98Ti−1
(21)

where i denotes the number of repetition of the procedures 2 and 3 explained
in the previous section. In this experiment the iteration is terminated at 1000
times.

Figure 5 shows example textures used for the experiments. Each of the pairs
A and A′, B and B′, and C and C′ is extracted from one texture image.

Figure 6 shows extracted structuring elements, or estimated primitives, of
the example textures. An identical structuring element is extracted from a pair
of textures from one texture image, and distinguishable structuring elements are
extracted from different textures.

A

A′

B

B′

C

C′

Fig. 5. Example textures
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A B C

A′ B′ C′

Fig. 6. Estimated primitive by binary structuring elements

4 Extension of the Method to Gray Scale Structuring
Elements

4.1 Method

Since the target texture images are gray scale ones, it is natural that the primitive
is estimated more precisely by gray scale structuring elements. The morphologi-
cal operations with gray scale structuring elements are defined in Eqs. 9 and 10.
We get from these equations that a pixel of value zero in the extent of structuring
element and a pixel out of the extent have absolutely different contributions in
these operations. This means that we should optimize the extent and the pixel
values separately. Thus we apply our optimization algorithm in two stages: The
first stage is the same as the algorithm for binary structuring element explained
in the previous chapter. This stage optimizes the extent of structuring element.
The second stage optimizes the pixel values of the gray scale structuring element
whose extent is optimized at the first stage.

The second stage performs almost similarly to the first stage, however, pixels
are modified in different manner in the procedure of simulated annealing. At this
stage, the initial structuring element is defined as the gray scale one whose extent
is the same as the binary structuring element optimized by the first stage and
whose pixel values are all zero. The structuring element is modified by selecting
one pixel and increasing the value of this pixel by one, as shown in Fig. 7.

4.2 Experimental Results

Figure 8 shows the estimated gray scale structuring elements using the same eval-
uation function at the second stage of optimization as used at the first stage.
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Fig. 7. Modification of gray scale structuring element. The selected pixel, sur-
rounded by thick line, is increased by 1

These structuring elements are not admissible as estimates of primitives, since
every structuring element contains one high peak surrounded by smaller pixel
values and completely different sets of pixel values are obtained from similar
textures. The reason why such curious structuring elements are obtained is sup-
posed as follows; The gray scale opening of an object relative to structuring
elements with one high peak and its homothetic expansions of small sizes yields
objects almost identical to the original one. Since the size densities at the small
sizes are almost zero in this case, the evaluation function, or the variance of the
size densities, is also very small.

To avoid this problem, we introduce another evaluation function to solely the
second stage of optimization, as follows:

ER =
F(X, B, 0)

F(X, B, 1)− F(X, B, 0)
. (22)

A B C

A′ B′ C′
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Fig. 8. Estimated primitives by gray scale structuring elements using the same
evaluation function as binary case
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Fig. 9. Estimated primitives by gray scale structuring elements using modified
evaluation function

The value F(X, B, 0) is the sum of pixel values eliminated by opening using
the structuring element of size 1. The smaller ER is, the better the resultant
structuring element fits the primitive.

The experimental results using the new evaluation function at the second
stage are shown in Fig. 9. These results indicate the brightness distribution
of primitive within the extent derived at the first stage of optimization. These
results also indicate that the obtained structuring elements are similar for similar
textures and distinguishable for visually different textures.

5 Conclusions

We have proposed in this paper a novel method of estimating texture primitive
based on the morphological size distribution. Our method optimizes the struc-
turing element to fit the grains under the criterion of making the size density
function uniform. We have applied the simulated annealing algorithm to modi-
fication of the structuring element in the process of the optimization. We have
applied our method to the optimization of gray scale structuring element, as
well as binary one. In the case of gray scale one, the optimization algorithm is
applied in two stages: The first stage optimizes the extent of structuring element
and the second optimizes the pixel value in the extent.

We have concentrated in this paper on the estimation of primitive using
an assumption on the size distribution of grains. We have shown the results
of texture discrimination as a demonstration of reliability of the estimation.
Evaluation of the discrimination ability is an open problem.
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We are now working on extension to primitive estimation without any as-
sumption on the size distribution of grains [11], and to that of multiprimitive
textures [12]. Estimation of size distribution and spatial distribution of grains,
and their modification for generation of other textures related to the original
one, are also our future works.
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